Tour around QCPU:
A know-it-all directory of all
the university’s facilities
BY Lani Jane Cidro

A room is a good start; rooms are even better, but a
university with buildings and facilities is the best!
Quezon City Polytechnic University (QCPU) is currently operating three campuses: San Bartolome, San Francisco
(Turn to page 2)
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BACK TO SCHOOL RUSH. Students of Quezon City Polytechnic University enter the doors of the Belmonte Hall on the first day of
classes last June 15, 2010 as they rush to make it just on time for their first period class.

QCPU kicks off SY 2010-2011

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!

THE Quezon City Polytechnic University
(QCPU) welcomed its new students for the school
year 2010-2011 last June 15 as classes started at
QCPU.
The administration, together with the
Office of the Student Affairs and Services, Supreme
Student Council, and various organizations in
QCPU, also conducted series of Orientation Programs in the different campuses in order to brief
the freshmen.
As of this writing, there is still no official
number of students noted because QCPU VP for
Operations Santiago Flora extended the enrollment because there are still students who are not
yet enrolled.

BY Jolly Bea Pascua, Honey Vi Hobayan
and Eunice Joy R. Berana

Bachelor of Science in Entrepreneurship
(BSE)
The Bachelor of Science in Entrepreneurship is a 4-year intensive program conducted
over 8 semesters, and consists of three clusters:
General Education, Core Business and Entrepreneurship. The BSE program now offers two majors:
Finance and Marketing.
The program aims to create among
students a mindset of optimism and a culture of
entrepreneurship, responsiveness to technological
developments, opportunity-seeking, analysis and
decision-making in the area of business and international economic conditions.
According to BSE Director Glenda Rebucas, QCPU is the only school that offers a major
(Turn to page 2)

QCPU admin talks
with the CNN Hero
of the Year
BY Kevin M. Somera

School.”

Watch out, for here comes “Kariton
2009 Cable News Network (CNN)
Hero of the Year Efren Peñaflorida talked with
the Quezon City Polytechnic University (QCPU)
Administrative Staff headed by VP for Operations
Santiago T. Flora last June 15, 2010 about the setting up of Mr. Peñaflorida’s “Kariton School” project in Quezon City.
Peñaflorida said he finds QCPU as appropriate for their project because it has many
(Turn to page 6)
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in Entrepreneurship. She also said that graduates
of this course are not just entrepreneurs, because
many opportunities await them.
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering (BSIE)
The Bachelor of Science in Industrial
Engineering (BSIE) offers major subjects such as
Engineering Management, Engineering Mechanics,
Thermodynamics, Engineering Research and Methodology, Principles of IE, Operation Research, Human Factor Engineering, Production Planning and
Control, Facilities Planning and Design, Systems
Engineering, and Manufacturing Technology.
An IE graduate has a bright future ahead
of him or her in terms of employment opportunities. Building on skills developed in the academic
program, and extended by experience and personal
self-improvement, the graduates have the ability to
identify problems and formulate solutions which
integrate technological and human systems.
With these skills, an IE graduate learns
how to apply the tools and techniques of Industrial

Tour Around QCPU...

and Batasan, all consisting of facilities that will fulfill
the needs of the students and faculty members.
The QCPU-San Bartolome Campus, located at 673 Quirino Highway, Novaliches, Quezon
City, has an old Multi-Purpose Hall (MPH) which
has a wide space catering to the offices of the University Clinic, Accounting office, Registrar’s office,
Physical Facilities’ office, faculty rooms, and NSTP
room.
The Filipino-Chinese (Fil-Chi) School
Building at the left side of the old MPH houses the
faculty rooms of the Language and Physical Education departments, while the Fil-Chi Building at the
right side of MPH is occupied by the Center for
Culture and the Arts. A new Multi-Purpose Hall
temporarily serves as the university canteen.
The other buildings in the university include the two-storey Yellow Building (YB) which
houses 20 classrooms, two computer laboratories
and an IT faculty room. The Philippine Metal Casting Incorporated, on the other hand, is a two-storey
building that houses the University Administration’s
Office, two Chemistry CHS rooms and the office
of the university publication, the Monthly Quest.
Meanwhile, the Belmonte Hall (BH) is a
four-storey, 23-classroom building that include the
Admission Office, Office of the Student Affairs and
Services (OSAS)/Scholarship Office, National Service Training Program (NSTP), Faculty room and
the Supreme Student Council Office.
The CIBAC Park, donated by the Citizen’s Battle Against Corruption (CIBAC) Partylist, is located at the side of the YB facing BH. The
Korea-Philippines Information Technology Center

1st ALCU General Meeting
held at QCPU
BY Eunice Joy R. Berana and
Camilo Cadeliňa

THE Association of Local Colleges and
Universities (ALCU) held its first general meeting
at the Korea-Philippines IT Training Center at the
Quezon City Polytechnic University last May 21,
2010.

UNIVERSITY NEWS
Engineering in making value-based decisions and
exhibiting qualities as a leader in a diverse global
business environment. Moreover, he has the opportunity to seek employment as Industrial Engineer,
Planning Engineer, Methods Analyst, Systems Analyst, Design Engineer, Project Analyst, Productivity Consultant/Specialist, and Operation Research/
Analyst.
Bachelor of Science in Information Technology (BSIT)
The Bachelor of Science in Information
Technology has its three majors namely Information System (IS), Computer Science (CS), and Computer Technology (CT). The IT department offers
these majors because IT is so broad that they saw
it fit to provide students with the chance to specialize in certain fields.
IT graduates are truly influential and relevant especially now that we are living in the age of
computers.
Technical Vocational Programs
The Technical Vocational Program con-

(KorPhil) is also found inside the 4.42-hectare
compound of the main campus, just before San
Bartolome High School.
QCPU has a newly-opened University
Park donated by Mayor Sonny “SB” Belmonte in
order to give the students a place to unwind during
free hours or to study during examination days.
Meanwhile, QCPU San Francisco, which
started in 2006, may now use 10 classrooms of the
DAO Building from 1pm to 8pm as agreed with the
administration of San Francisco High School.
QCPU Batasan, on the other hand, is facing developments after the phase 2 of the BH had
been inaugurated by Mayor Belmonte last March
12. The Belmonte Hall is a four-storey, 39-classroom building, inclusive of five functional offices.
Aside from the opening of the BH’s phase
2 for this coming academic year 2010-2011, the
QCPU Batasan Campus is also developing its stage
and basketball court at the back of the building.
“Malaki ang naitutulong nito sa amin lalong-lalo na kapag may P.E. kasi nahihirapan kaming
mag-activity sa maliit na lugar,” Garlyn Esteban, a
BSIE student from QCPU Batasan, said when she
saw the developments in the university.
The IT laboratory is also being developed
under the leadership of IT Professors Mr. Ed Mapalo and Mr. Felix Ancheta. Sets of computers had
already been donated by the Department of Social
Welfare and Development to the said laboratory.
Hopefully, this academic year, the students will appreciate the new facilities of the university, making it a conducive place to study and a
training ground for work.
With delegates of member schools from
all over the country converging at the QCPU, they
met from 12pm to 5:00pm. The said meeting was
attended by the delegates from the members of
the association all over the Philippines.
The first part of the meeting was the registration. The second part was the opening ceremonies held to welcome the delegates. The QCPU
chorale led the National Anthem and the doxology.
(Turn to page 6)

sists of eight programs namely Automotive Servicing, Building Wiring Installation, Computer
Hardware Servicing (CHS), Consumer Electronic
Servicing (CES), and Machining, Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning (RAC) Mechanic – all of which
may be completed by the student in two semesters.
All these programs are offered in San Bartolome
campus.
Meanwhile, only CHS and CES, Computer
Programming and Computer Secretarial programs
are being offered in QCPU Batasan Campus, while
San Francisco Campus offers Computer Programming and Computer Secretarial.
QCPU is soaring high towards excellence
and development as it improves its curriculums and
systems. QCPU remains true to its goal of producing competent graduates by offering courses
that are essential in the development, not only of
the students and the school, but of the country as
well.

QCPU Course Dep’ts to
implement new
uniforms
BY Honey Vi P. Hobayan

THE Quezon City Polytechnic University
(QCPU) Bachelor of Science in Entrepreneurship
(BSE), Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering (BSIE), and Bachelor of Science in Information
Technology (BSIT) Departments will implement
new uniforms starting this school year, 2010-2011.
The BS Entrepreneurship Department
changed the white and blue collared blouse into a
yellow blouse with a black necktie, partnered with
a brown pencil cut skirt for women while the old
white polo shirt for men was changed into a yellow
polo, partnered with brown slacks.
Meanwhile, the BS Industrial Engineering
Department designed a new uniform style consisting of a peach blouse with black slacks for women
and a peach polo with black slacks for men.
The BS Information Technology Department styled a gray polo barong shirt and black
slacks with white lining for men.
QCPU will also issue new identification
cards, accompanied by insurance worth P140.
The said changes are required for first
year students and optional for the second year to
fourth year students. QCPU makes a new sense of
image for every course that will suit the chosen
career of every student.

FRESHMEN ORIENTATION PROGRAM.
Freshmen listen to the speakers as various speakers orient them on QCPU’s
structure, rules and regulations.
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DEPARTMENTAL

ACTIVITY REPORT
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Bachelor of Science in Information
Technology Department is continuing its partnership with Microsoft Philippines in upgrading the
technological system of the university. The IT
Department aims to accomplish the activation of
the e-mail account [*@qcpu.edu- e-mail address]
of students; faculty and staff; the Biometrics LogIn and Log-Out for the faculty and staff; and the
QCPU official website.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The Bachelor of Science in Entrepreneurial Management Department plans to develop its students by exposing them to different
symposia conducted by target industry partners.
The Department also plans to require
students to attend business opportunity meetings of franchise and direct marketing companies;
to conduct educational tours in social enterprises
and different industries; to provide in-house skills
and livelihood trainings conducted by seasoned
entrepreneurs; and to encourage the students to
conduct their own entrepreneurship workshops
in the communities.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
The Bachelor of Science in Industrial
Engineering Department will update its membership in the Philippine Institute of Industrial Engineers (PIIE). The BSIE Department also plans to
conduct outreach programs to the community.
The said Department will also prescribe
new uniforms for freshmen IE students next semester.  Meanwhile, the election for the student
officials of the PIIE-Quezon City Polytechnic University (QCPU) chapter will be held in July, with
Mr. Dandin Fresno serving as the chapter’s new
adviser.

BSE now offers Marketing, Finance majors
BY Daryl Panganiban

THE Bachelor of Science in Entrepreneurship (BSE) Department is now offering majors
in Finance and Marketing for the freshmen students
of the Quezon City Polytechnic University (QCPU)
for the school year 2010-2011.
According to the course description
given by BSE Chair Prof. Glenda A. Rebucas, a BSE
graduate with a major in Finance can qualify as an
entrepreneur, financial planner, banker, management
trainee in finance, new account personnel, credit
and collection assistant, credit analyst, treasury assistant, order/cashier, trader/stock, financial analyst
or loan agent.
On the other hand, a BSE graduate with a
major in Marketing may qualify as an entrepreneur,
(Turn to page 7)

THE MODERN-DAY QCPU. In this photo is a view of QCPU’s future front façade, including the proposed location and design of the Administrative building, the QCPU
gymnasium, and a triangular front plaza.

SSC conducts Freshmen Orientation
BY Dannah Mae L. Añonuevo

THE Quezon City Polytechnic University (QCPU) Supreme Student Council (SSC) successfully held the freshmen orientation program
for QCPU’s new students last June 16 to 18 in the
three campuses of the university.
The Freshmen Orientation introduced
the history of the university, as well as the university officials, faculty and staff to the new QCPU
students. The program also included acquainting
the freshmen with student services in the university, such as the library, and the medical and dental
services.
The program also briefly described the
offices in the university which will be of immense
help to students in the course of their stay in the
university, such as the guidance councilor’s office,

the Registrar and Admission’s Office, the Center
for Culture and the Arts, and the Office of Student
Affairs and Services (OSAS).
OSAS Head Mr. Reginald Vallejos, meanwhile, discussed student rules and regulations, as
well as the Student Code of Conduct, at the orientation program in San Fancisco and Batasan.
BSE Department head Ms. Glenda Rebucas, BSIE Department Head Mr. Elizardo Orcino
and Tech-voc Department Head Mr. Jesus Abalo
were also present to discuss the background and
description of the courses offered by their respective departments.
The series of orientation programs, titled
“Welcome Freshmen, Welcome Proud QCPians,”
is the first project of the SSC for this school year.

68% of QC Skolars are QCPU studes
BY Eunice Joy R. Berana

IN the pursuit of providing quality and
accessible education, the Quezon City Polytechnic
University (QCPU) will be providing 3,990 new
scholarship grants, comprising 68% of the 5,839
scholars of the Quezon City Government
Under the Scholarship and Youth Development Program, 1,557 students will be entitled
to 100% scholarship benefits, 2,250 students to be
given 50%, and 2032 students to be given 35%.
Aside from the scholarship grants, QCPU
Officer-in-Charge Secretary Salvador Enriquez said
that the university aims to enhance its educational

standard by involving its faculty members in trainings and workshops for curriculum improvement.
He also said that the targets of QCPU for
this school year is to revise and make relevant the
general education subjects; to continue the Industry Response to Outstanding Graduates (IROG);
to tie-up with companies for On-the-Job Trainings;
to conduct technology-related researches for various companies; and to establish linkages with NonGovernment Organizations (NGO’s) and community for community development services.

2,277 studes pass
QCPUAT

SM Foundation to
donate computer tables
for Batasan IT Lab

BY Jolly Bea Pascua and
Eunice Joy R. Berana

2,277 students, or 44% of 5,139 applicants, passed the Quezon City Polytechnic University Assessment Test (QCPUAT) held since last
semester until last May 2010.
Among those who passed the QCPUAT,
1,580 (69.4%) students applied for Bachelor of Science in Information Technology (BSIT), 531 (23.3%)
for Bachelor of Science in Entrepreneurship (BSE)
and 166 (7.3%) applied for Bachelor of Science in
Industrial Engineering (BSIE).
The Admission’s Office, headed by Mr.
Emmanuel Garcia, administered the QCPUAT. In
order to apply for the said entrance exam, the applicant must submit a two 2x2 ID picture and pay a
P100 entrance fee.

BY Benjie Doroteo and
Gerrine Santos

THE Sy-Mendiola (SM) Foundation will
donate 21 computer tables to the Quezon City
Polytechnic University-Batasan Campus IT laboratory.
The donation is the latest addition to
the university’s IT laboratory project which started
construction last May 3, 2010 at Room 102. According to the foreman, the laboratory will be finished in two weeks.
The moment the IT Lab is completed, 30
computers from Social Welfare and Development
(DSWD) will be delivered from the supplier together with the 21 tables from SM Foundation.
(Turn to page 6)
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Grasping a Quality College Education
COLLEGE education is the final
and complicated stage wherein one readies himself to face the real world. It is a
miniature of the true scenarios of his chosen career. It might be the most crucial
level of one’s education, since it requires
not just mental aptitude, but it also tests
one’s physical, mental, emotional and social abilities. But even if one possesses all
these aptitudes, financial capability will
still make or break a student’s quest for a
college diploma.
Yes. Financial aspect is one of
the factors to be considered in order to
graduate. One may think that his mind is
his only investment for the future, but the
mere fact that one doesn’t have enough
money to enroll in a good school will seriously hamper one’s quest for learning.
Does money really make the world go
around? Poverty is a hindrance to education and lack of education is the reason
why there is growing poverty.
Facilities are also important in a
university such as the Quezon City Polytechnic University which provides quality
and accessible education to the Quezon
City youth, especially poor but deserving
students. These facilities help our university provide its students with an environment that is conducive for learning. An effective learning institution that caters to
many students need adequate rooms and
arm chairs. These will be helpful for the

students since the school is their second
home. Furthermore, it also needs enough
amenities for the learning of an industrial
engineer, entrepreneur, and technologist.
Clean and enough number of restrooms is also important, both for the
students’ health and for the cleanliness of
the university.
The students must also their
share in helping maintain the cleanliness
and efficiency of our university’s facilities.
We can all contribute in our own ways by
observing proper waste management and
disposal.This would be of great help to our
utility personnel who ensure that the university remains clean and orderly. Imagine
the improvement that 8,000 students who
thrown their garbage properly can make,
not only in lessening the burden of our
industrious utility personnel but also in
helping maintain the clean image of our
university and in instilling discipline in all
students. We should all work hand in hand
in developing the environment of our second home – our university.
Now, we have a two-fold challenge: to treat poverty as a challenge and
not as a hindrance to education, and to
do our share in helping improve the facilities provided by the university in creating an environment that is conducive for
our learning. It will indeed result to a college education within every Quezon City
youth’s reach.

Avoid the 5-minute Walk

Dear Ms. Editor,
We believe that this university is our
second home and therefore we must feel comfortable knowing that we can avail of all the facilities that can make us feel convenient. I want
to raise a question about the restrooms in the
Belmonte Hall.
The students have been using the said
building for almost a year now but still, the restrooms in each floor are still closed. Because of
this, we need to walk from BH all the way to the
only restroom that is open for all students.
Why are the comfort rooms still closed,
and when can we expect them to be open for
students’ use?
Truly yours,
AB II
BSIE, 3rd year
Dear AB II,
I asked the Physical Facilities Department about your inquiry. The reason why the
BH restrooms are not open is because the main
tank of BH is not functional and it has no water
supply. The major repairs of the university are
tasked to the City Engineering’s Office, so the
Physical Facilities Department cannot do the repair.They said that they will try to take action by
next month but that is still tentative.
Dear Readers, email us your
Letter to the Editor at:
qcpupublication@gmail.com
qcpupublication@yahoo.com
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M’s V.P.
MS. MELANI PISIG
VP FOR ADMINISTRATION

Welcome freshmen! WELCOME to QCPU:
Home of the QUESTORS.
You made the right choice. You could have
been anywhere else, but being true sons and daughters of Quezon City, you chose QCPU to be part of
your future. Together, let our quest be for the benefit
of our city…of our country.
To the sophomores, juniors and seniors …
WELCOME BACK!
To the new faculty members and administrative staff…WELCOME HOME! Your QCPU Family is so happy to have you.
We shall begin another journey. It may be
slow or it may be too fast. We may even stop along the
way. We may have different destinations but if we are
driven to get there amidst all obstacles, then we shall
arrive with contentment in our hearts.

UNTITLED JOURNEY
I have been trudging on
an uncertain path
Trying to recall life’s
lessons in math
Figures and forms against
a destination
Where will I find a future
with precision
I took the route that
scientists marveled
Yet my body of facts proved
to be unraveled
Will systematic knowledge
gain me the world
Or will it compete with the
teaching of the word
I crossed an intersection of
powerfulcivilization
Where heritage is etched on
culture and tradition
Will I be part of tomorrow’s
important events
Fighting for my country’s
various laments
I stopped and reflected
on my next journey
Is my life worthy of a
traveler’s testimony
Or should it remain kept
in anonymity
Others may hinder but
not the Almighty

“Education is not the
answer to the question.
Education is the means
to the answer to all
questions.”
William Allin
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Columns

Cognito Potentia Est
FERNANDO T. OMADTO, Ed.D.

Students’ Behavioral
Disorders: The challenge in
Education (Part II)
The paragraph is in consonance with United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization’s (UNESCO) 1994 Salamanca Statement
which calls for the accommodation of all students,
regardless of their physical, intellectual, emotional
state in an ordinary school. The structure for action stipulates that children with special educational needs, namely: the gifted, the mentally retarded,
the visually impaired, the hearing impaired, the orthopedically handicapped, the learning disabled, the
speech defectives, the children with behavior problems, the autistic children and those with health
problems, must have access to regular schools that
is the basic idea of the department’s Inclusive Education or Mainstreaming Program.
In the Mainstreaming Program, the department maintains a warm and accepting classroom
community that honors differences and embraces
diversity of students. Its implementation of a childcentered, interactive and participatory curriculum
has eliminated isolation among children with special needs.
In 1992, the enactment of Republic Act
7277, otherwise known as the Magna Carta for
SPED, provided the agency a stronger impulsion to
advance its educational services for these children.
But since Inclusive Education requires changes in
philosophy, curriculum, teaching strategy and structural organization, the department needs additional
finances for this program. Today, there are more
than a hundred public and private schools offering educational services to special children through
the Inclusive Education Program or Mainstreaming Program. These institutions are scattered
geographically in the 17 regions of the country.
Unluckily, sustenance still mostly come from nongovernment organizations and individuals. Many
schools lack speech therapists, assistance devices
and equipment for the handicapped.
Thusly, in what element should adjustment be made? Should it be in our home, in our
school, in our community, in our government’s priority, or should it be within the child’s initiative?
Finally, let me put an end to this article by this
question “ ARE WE READY TO FACE THIS CHALLENGE?” Let the answer manifest in our action.

ERRATA
1. The
pearred
Flora in
Presede

graduate, whose picture apin the frontpage with Prof.
last month’s
issue, is not
Acayang but Glenda Dedal.

2. In reference to the story entitled
“SFHS to turn over DAO to QCPU-SF”
which appeared in last month’s issue, the Quest wishes to clarify that
the SFHS has not turned over the DAO
building to QCPU-SF but has allowed
the latter to use DAO’s rooms from 1pm
to 8pm from Mondays to Saturdays.

de Futura

ANGELA VICTORIA SIGRID PLANAS

Of College Life
Classes have recently started. I asked
one of my classes if they are excited about it, and
I received diverse reactions. A few are, while some
others are still half-wishing of having an extended
vacation. If they are to be the ones to decide over
at things, they’d do with trying to apply for a job and
to help their respective families. And some, well –
they’d rather stay at home or at the streets with
their “tropa”. Oftentimes I figured being a bum is
the in thing nowadays.
I’m not really an expert on education and
life and all the serious stuff. I myself was once a
usual student who falls asleep to a boring discussion, who cuts from class just to see a movie, who
looks forward to every holiday and class suspension, who gets thrilled when the teacher or professor is absent. Well at least I was that student. I
experienced a lot of things a typical student does.
And yes, I ended up having my degrees in between
studies, extra-curricular stuff, making friends, having
friends, and going out with friends.
Having boring professors, a part-time job,
a love life, a seemed failing life, and what-have-yous
are not reasons for you to give up on education. In
any case, you were given a chance to have it at a
minimal cost, and it’s really up to you on whether
you’ll use or spoil that chance given you.
I don’t care if you spend four or five or
six years in college. It’s not something wasteful.
Students fail to realize that those few years spent
in school means a lifetime worth of investment.
And face it, a college graduate with a degree in
Accounting might have his first job as being a clerk.
Underemployed, yes. Now, compare this to a situation where a college drop-out applies for a job.
What do you think will his job be?
So I’d like to say, while you are at it, make
your college life fruitful by trying to be at least a
hundred steps forward than everybody else. You
have to realize that this is a competition. Then be
advanced by managing your time wisely. At any rate,
it’s a good practice when you already come out in
the real world. And yes, if all else fails, well at least
you have that college degree tucked in.
You still have quite a number of semesters to prove yourself. Carpe diem. Seize the day!
Good luck.

Your future
starts here!
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FREEDOM; FILIPINO INHERITANCE
BY Dannah Mae L. Añonuevo

WHAT comes
in your mind when you
hear the word ‘Freedom’?
Is it freedom to do something without need of permission, to decide for our
own, or freedom from antiquated tradition? Does
this question ever cross
your mind? Are we a truly
‘free’ country?
Our country
is endowed with magnificent and abundant
natural resources. This
natural wealth caught
the eyes of foreign powers and induced them to
conquer our country. A
brief review of our history
shows that the Philippines was colonized by Spain
for 333 years, and then followed by the American and Japanese occupations, respectively. Our
History classes and books remind us of how our

ancestors fought for the
freedom that was stolen
from us. Freedom is a
rich inheritance earned
by our heroes neither
by mere courage nor
imagination, but by the
shedding of lives and
self-sacrifice.
		
As we mark
the 112th celebration of
our Independence Day,
the Philippine Flag testifies to this history of
courage and bravery as
it proudly sways to the
tune of our national
anthem composed by
Julian Felipe.
Truly, it is now up to all Filipinos to defend
this freedom passed on to us by our courageous
predecessors. The last line of “Lupang Hinirang”
aptly puts it as, “aming ligaya ng pag may mang-aapi
ang mamatay ng dahil sa’yo.”

A Dance to Remember
BY Eunice Joy R. Berana

“Lullaby… sweet goodnight,” sang my
father as he rocked me to sleep. I was nearly one
year old then when my father grew fond of rocking
me in his arms, holding my fragile body against his
as sang me a melodious lullaby that drove me to
sleep. When I was growing up, he used to teach me
dance steps that go with the rhythm of our hearts.
Every move and music seemed never ending. But
that was before life removed all my innocence.
Having a dad who’s there and spending
time with him is different. I believe that children
come into this world knowing or hoping their parents will be there for them. In the first place, we are
born into this world because our parents love one
another.
I remember the days when my father’s
presence wet the arid places of my heart. He
used to paint smiles in my face and used to volume cracking laughs. I really miss how he delivered
nerve-cracking and head-banging jokes whenever
I feel like I’m in Atlas’ shoes. He made us feel so
secure and he would sacrifice his own happiness
for his family--for us! His arduous responsibilities
were not forgotten that’s why he was said to have
a still personality. When my mother would scold
me for my being hard-headed or idleness, I would
run to him for cover. He used to comfort me, then
made me do what Mama asked in order to correct
my errors. He was the best father this world could
ever offer!
But all good things come to an end.When
someone at the prime of his youth unexpectedly
passes away, how do you overcome the grief and
the pain that comes with it? And how do you deal
when there is so much more to do and so much
left unsaid?
God took back the life he lent my father
when I was ten. It was so hard for me and the feeling was definitely a broken euphoria. He died be-

cause of diabetes and heart attack. When I last saw
him, it was unusual. It seemed that he changed a lot.
If I had not thought of him as the best and perfect
man, I would have said he became better.
He used to visit me in Batangas, where I
resided for my studies, every week. When he was
about to go back to Manila, he kissed me softly and
hugged me tightly.The parting was yet like ordinary
and I never imagined that he would be gone from
me. It was planned that he would be with me to
receive my medal for I was an honor student then.
I perspired blood and sweat and burned eyebrows
for that award because that was for my family--for him! That was way back April 2, 2000… when
God gave me a gift that left an unhealed scar in my
heart.
The hardest part wasn’t the funeral or
his wake, but it was when I realized later on just
how he would no longer be around for anything
else. He didn’t witness how I was able to triumph
academically. I remember that I was crying the moment I went up to the stage to deliver my salutatory speech, I saw all the other honor students had
their dads, but me, I had no dad. All my struggles,
pains and sweet success are all for him. He is my
number one inspiration. I love him and he will remain as a remembered thought to my heart.
I miss him---everything about him, especially how he danced me to sleep… terribly! Those
dances molded my individuality and helped a lot in
making me a better me. The memories will remain
in my heart and the lessons will always be lived up.
Still, up to this night, I remember him and
I can’t help but cry every single night. Those tears
depict how I love and miss him. And if I will be given
a chance to get one final glance… one final step…
one final dance with him, I’ll play a song that will
never end and unfading… because I love and wish
to dance with my father… AGAIN.

“The main part of
intellectual education
is not the acquisition of
facts but learning how
to make facts live.”
Oliver Wendell Holmes

1st ALCU...

Incumbent Mayor Feliciano Belmonte, Jr. welcomed
the delegates by his speech while QCPU Officerin-Charge Sec. Salvador M. Enriquez delivered his
opening remarks. QCPU Vice-President for Administration Melani B. Pisig also acknowledged the
delegates. QCPU Vice-President for Operations
Santiago T. Flora was the master of ceremonies.
The third part was the meeting proper.
ALCU President Tomas B. Lopez was the presiding officer. They had talked of the issues about the
term sharing of the two ALCU presidents namely
Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Marikina President Dalisay G. Brawner and University of Makati President
Tomas Lopez Jr.; constitutional amendments; and
ALCULYMPICS.

SM Foundations...

Last year, the construction of the said IT
lab was delayed due to insufficient electronic power. Today, the branch has 3-phase electrical connection which can sustain the power supply needed
for the IT lab.
With nine freshmen and seven sophomore sections, the creation of the IT Lab will enhance the skills and capabilities of the students
especially those taking up Bachelor of Science in
Information Technology (BSIT).

QCPU admin talks...
surrounding baranggays where he can reach out to
the marginalized youth and street children.
The project will be planned and implemented with his mentor Mr. KB Manalaysay. They
also had two student volunteers, namely Niño
Caganap and Wilfredo Dela Cruz, who enrolled in
QCPU under the Bachelor of Science in Entrepreneurship program.

CNN HERO OF THE YEAR DROPS BY AT
QCPU. From top to bottom (L-R): 2009
CNN Hero of the Year Efren Peñaflorida,
VP for Operations Santiago Flora, and Finance Head Grethel Ledesma; Top row:
Admissions Head Emmanuel Garcia, Research and Extensions Head Annie Geron,
and Office of Student Affairs and Services
Head Reginald Vallejos.
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Pedro and Peter

Kwento ni Jokeman

BSE now offers
Marketing...
marketing manager, marketing management trainee,
marketing assistant, account executive, merchandiser, public relation/advertising assistant, customer service agent, junior sales trainer, receptionist,

product/brand/ assistant and order/billing assistant.
According to the survey conducted by
the BSE department before designing the curriculum, 865 out of 1,414 student-respondents preferred Marketing to be offered as a new major in
BSE while 347 preferred Finance and 202 preferred
Operations.

“What we want
is to see the child in pursuit of knowledge, and not
knowledge in pursuit
of the child.”
George Bernard Shaw

SPORTS
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Quezon City Polytechnic University Black
Knights Organization: From a brain-twisting
Sport to a big time University Org
BY Daryl Panganiban

A new chapter unfolds for chess players
as the Office of the Student Affairs finally gave birth
to the Quezon City Polytechnic University Black
Knights Organization (QCPU-BKO).
QCPU-BKO is an organization established to educate the students on Chess as a sport.
Founded by Martin S. Imus, QCPU-BKO President,
and a member of the QCPU Chess Varsity Team,
the organization envisions itself to promote teamwork, sportsmanship, and camaraderie through
the playing of Chess. The Chess team has exerted
efforts for the accreditation of the organization
through the help of their adviser Prof. Charismalyn
O. Cantoria.

Q’s

Sports Trivia

QCPU-BKO was able to conduct regular
trainings last summer while at the same time working on their requirements for recognition. They are
also visible in the San Bartolome campus, as students will readily see the QCPU-BKO members
exhibiting their game board tactics while playing in
conspicuous places in the campus during their free
times.
As of this month, QCPU-BKO already has
a total of 43 members. It is also affiliated with different universities such as the University of Makati,
Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Marikina, Pamantasan
ng Lungsod ng Pasay, and Pamantasan ng Lungsod
ng Pasig.
Are you addicted to sports? Let’s feed
your sporty mind with lots of information about your favorite sport.

BATTLE OF THE BRAINS. Members of the QCPU-Black Knights Org are struggling to
break the defenses of each other to win the chess match.

SUDOKU

ATTENTION READERS!
The Monthly Quest values your
MINDS! If you have suggestions, reactions,
and opinions, feel free to e-mail us at qcpupublication@gmail.com or simply cut out
this coupon and drop it at the QUEST’s
Message Box located at the Admin Office of
your respective campuses.


Larry Nance is one of the two centers who became NBA slam dunk champion
(aside from Dwight Howard), and is also the
first player to win this award in 1984 by defeating NBA legend Julius “Dr. J” Erving.

The sport “Lacrosse” started in the
12th century A.D. as a sport for the American
Indians.

The donor of the famous tennis trophy “Davis Cup” is Dwight Davis. He served as
the Governor General of the Philippines from
1929-1931.

The youngest chess grand master
title-holder is only seven years old.

The “Dempsey Roll”, used by Ippo
Makunochi in the boxing anime “Knockout,”
was the signature move of Jack Dempsey, the
first World Middleweight Champion.

Dirk Nowitzki of Dallas Mavericks
is the tallest NBA Three-Point champion at
seven feet tall.

The fastest time in a 100 meter dash
is 9.77 seconds, which is almost as fast as lightning.

The NBA team who has the most
number of championships won is the Boston
Celtics with 17 titles, followed by Los Angeles
Lakers with 15, Chicago Bulls with six (which
all won with Michael Jordan) and San Antonio
Spurs with four titles.
Sources: www.usefultrivia.com
www.allsportstriva.com

Source: http://www.puzzlechoice.com

How To Play
Fill the grid so that
every column, every
row and every 3x3
box contains the digits
from 1 to 9.
Answers to May issue puzzle
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ANNOUNCEMENT
The MONTHLY QUEST is in need of
a REPORTER from the SAN FRANCISCO Campus. If interested,
kindly contact Desiree at 09395899278 or submit your resume
and a sample news report to
qcpupublication@gmail.com and
qcpupublication@yahoo.com.

